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Self- assessment  
   A: Match the Synonym of each Word from the Column B. There are extra words.  (6. 
Points) 

    Column   B  Column   A 
a. Development 1. Urgency 
b. debate 2. Reputation  
c. Obvious  3. Mission 
d. duty 4. Apparent 
e. Trust  5. negotiate 
f. Immediacy  6. Progress  
g. market  
h. important  

  Read the following article and answer the required questions.  
        Your mission may have changed due to the recession. The mission now may 

have more to do with surviving than with anything more ambitious. From a 

communication point of view, your job is to convince addresses of the merits of 

your organization’s mission and goals so those people have confidence in the 

future of your organization.   

        At first glance this question may appear to be naive. However, on further 

reflection, it will be apparent that some customers may have gone out of business 

and out of your orbit. Other new types of customers may have arrived on the 

order books, particularly government entities, which are actively entering the 

marketplace to stimulate economic activity.   
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 B: Read each statement and decide whether it is True (T) or False (F) (3.points). 

7. Your mission may have changed due to the recession. ……….. 

 8.  A communication viewpoint   says, your job is to convince due to the 
organization……………………… 

   9. Government entities, which are inactively entering the marketplace to 
stimulate economic activity…………….. 

 

  C:  Put the Correct word in Each Blank. (3.points) 

    Your ……10…… may have ……11…….. due to the recession. The mission now 

may have more to do with surviving than with anything more ambitious. From a 

………12……….. point of view, your job is to convince addresses of the merits of 

your organization’s mission and goals so those people have confidence in the 

future of your organization.  

   10. a. missioned                   b. mission                   c. missioner    

   11. a. Changed                    b.  changes                    c. changing     

   12. a. Communicate         b. communicating        c. communication  

D:  Translate the following passage into Persian. (4. Points)  

      Holding business meetings is an important and day-to-day task of public 
relations. Usually the public relations of any organization is responsible for 
coordinating, scheduling and managing meeting of senior executives and other 
stakeholders in each organization. In this article, the writer also presents his 
experiences and problems that may occur at the time of various meetings. The 
author introduces two essential strategies for optimal meeting management 
when such meetings occur. 

Good luck 
 
 

 


